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Zinn chapter 4 tyranny is tyranny answers

Chapter 4: Tyranny is Tyranny ·      American leadership needed Less English rule, but the British needed the wealth of the settlers more ·      During the 1770s, 5% of Boston taxpayers controlled 94% of the city's taxable assets ·      The lower class carried out many riots and mafia actions as grievances against the wealthy summer of 1765 Ebenezer Macintosh led riots against
two men who were separated from the Elite or People of Boston believed that the difference between the poor and the rich was TOO much ·      The Private Committee or A Committee Created During the Philadelphia Convention Elections of 1776 or Urged Voters not to vote for the rich because they will be too inclined to frame distinctions in society or Against people who have
large sections of land ·      Farmers wanted to defend their land from the rich, but it was difficult because ... they could not be defended in a law class because they were poor ·      The Regulatory Movement or A Movement 1766-1771 by white farmers against rich and corrupt officials trying to exploit the unequal conditions of the poor/weak for the rich and powerful ·      The Loyal
Nine: or A political group in Boston during the Stamp Act crisis that organized a parade against it ·      Boston massacre on March 5, 1790 or British soldiers were taking the place of the colonists, so the settlers gathered around a square harassing many soldiers or The British shot and killed 7 citizens or This United Boston against the British: Britain removed their troops to calm
the situation ·      Boston Tea Party or December 1773 or British citizens took tea from a British ship and threw it into Boston Harbor or The King was extremely and then created the Coercives Acts § Established martial law in MA, dissolved colonial rule, and closed Boston harbors ·      Common sense or Thomas Paine or A way to convince Americans to fight for independence
·      Proclamation of 1763 or Settlers cannot settle beyond the Appalachian ·      Catalysts for War (Americans) or Proclamation of 1763, Stamp Act, Sugar Act, Townshend Acts, Tea Tax, Boston Troop Station, Boston Harbor Closure and Termination of MA Legislature ·      Catalysts for War (British) or Stamp Act Congress, Sons of Liberty, Committees of Correspondence, Boston
Tea Party, 1774 Continental Congress Thank you for your participation! After establishing what a proletarian and populist movement looks like (see, for example, the actions of regulators), Zinn contrasts populism with the founding fathers' efforts to take power from Britain. Leaders like Samuel Adams encouraged their working-class followers not to be too violent or aggressive their
actions, which Zinn interprets as a strategy designed to protect Adams' properties from violence. In many parts of the country, in particular, the south, working-class people continued to direct most of the aggression against colonial elites, not outwards to Britain. Britain.
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